
Writing Curriculum Progression Overview

Nursery Reception

By the end of Nursery children should:
● Use some of their print and letter knowledge in their early

writing. For example: writing a pretend shopping list that
starts at the top of the page; writing ‘m’ for mummy.
Write some or all of their name.

● Write some letters accurately.

By the end of Reception children should be able to:
● Form lower-case and capital letters correctly.
● Spell words by identifying the sounds and then writing the sound

with letter/s.
● Write short sentences with words with known sound-letter

correspondences using a capital letter and full stop.
● Re-read what they have written to check that it makes sense.

Early Learning Goal:
Children at the expected level of development will:

Writing

Children at the expected level of development will:

● Write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly
formed;

● Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing
the sounds with a letter or letters;

● Write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by
others.
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Writing Curriculum Progression Overview

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Spelling ● Spell words containing each of the
40+ phonemes already taught

● ● Spell common exception words
● ● Spell the days of the week
● ● Name the letters of the alphabet in

order
● ● Use letter names to distinguish

between alternative spellings of the
same sound

● ● Add prefixes and su�xes using the
spelling rule for adding -s or -es as
the plural marker for nouns and the
third person singular marker for verbs

● ● Add prefixes and su�xes using the
prefix un–

● ● Add prefixes and su�xes using -ing,
-ed, -er and -est where no change is
needed in the spelling of root words:
e.g. helping, helped, helper, eating,
quicker, quickest

● Segment spoken words into
phonemes and representing these by
graphemes, spelling many correctly

● ● Learn new ways of spelling
phonemes for which one or more
spellings are already known, and
learn some words with each spelling,
including a few common homophones

● ● Learn to spell common exception
words

● ● Distinguish between homophones
and near-homophones

● ● Learn the possessive apostrophe
(singular): e.g. the girl’s book

● ● Learn to spell more words with
contracted forms

● ● Add su�xes to spell longer words,
including -ment, -ness, -ful, -less, -ly

● able to add prefixes, such as anti-,
auto-, dis-, mis-, un-

● able to add su�xes, such as -ly,
--sure, -ture, -er, -ous – also see Y2
expectations   (Eng. NC Appendix
1)

● spell homophones and words that
are often misspelt (Eng. NC
Appendix 1)

● place the possessive apostrophe
accurately in words with regular
plurals (eg girls’ / boys’)  and  with
irregular plurals (eg children’s)

● spell some words correctly from
the Y3 and Y4 word list

● start to use the first 2 or 3 letters
of a word to check its spelling in a
dictionary su�ciently

●

Handwriting ● Sit correctly at a table, holding a
pencil comfortably and correctly

● ● Begin to form lower-case letters
in the correct direction, starting
and finishing in the right place

● ● Form capital letters
● ● Form digits 0-9
● ● Understand which letters belong

to which handwriting ‘families’ (i.e.

● ● Form lower-case letters of the
correct size relative to one another

● ● Start using some of the diagonal
and horizontal strokes needed to join
letters and understand which letters,
when adjacent to one another, are
best left unjoined

● ● Write capital letters and digits of

● form the shape and body of letters
accurately

● use the diagonal  and  horizontal
strokes to join letters  and  know
which adjacent letters are best left
without a join

● ensure that the down strokes of
letters are parallel and equidistant
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letters that are formed in similar
ways) and to practise these

the correct size, orientation and
relationship to one another and to
lower-case letters

● ● Use spacing between words that
reflects the size of the letters

● lines of writing are spaced
su�ciently so that the ascenders
and descenders of letters do not
touch

● increase the legibility, consistency
and quality of their handwriting

● start to use joined writing to
develop confidence

Vocabulary
Grammar
Punctuation

● Vocabulary
● ● Leave spaces between words
● ● Join words and joining clauses using

‘and’ Punctuation
● ● Use capital letters, full stops,

question marks and exclamation
marks to demarcate sentences

● Vocabulary
● ● Learn how to use: expanded noun

phrases to describe and specify: e.g.
the blue butterfly

● ● Learn how to use: subordination
(using when, if, that, or because) and
co-ordination (using or, and, or but)
Grammar

● ● Learn how to use: sentences with
di�erent forms: statement, question,
exclamation, command

● ● Learn how to use: the present and
past tenses correctly and consistently
including the progressive form

● ● Learn how to use some features of
written Standard English Punctuation

● ● Use capital letters, full stops,
question marks and exclamation
marks to demarcate sentences

● ● Use commas to separate items in a
list

● ● Use apostrophes to mark where
letters are missing in spelling and to

Word
● use a rich and varied range of

vocabulary (expanded noun phrases
and verb choices) to describe and
create impact

● generate, select and e�ectively use
prepositions in own writing, e.g. above,
below, beneath, within, outside,
beyond

● use the present perfect form of verbs
in contrast to the past tense e.g. He
has gone out

● using many verbs in first and third
person (past/present/future –
simple/progressive)

● choose nouns or pronouns
appropriately for clarity, cohesion and
to avoid repetition

● using conjunctions to express time,
place and cause (e.g. when, before,
after, while, so, because) adverbs (e.g.
then, soon, therefore), or prepositions
(e.g. before, after, during, in, because
of)

● learn the di�erences between
Standard English  and  non-Standard
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mark singular possession in nouns
(e.g. the girl’s name)

English and begin to apply this e.g. in
writing dialogue for characters

● using most of the forms for a or an
correctly

Sentence
● explore and identify main and

subordinate clauses in complex
sentences

● explore, identify and create compound
and complex sentences using a range
of conjunctions

● use a range of sentences forms
(statement, question, exclamation and
command)

Punctuation
● use the comma to separate clauses in

complex sentences where the
subordinate clause appears first, e.g.
While you were sleeping, I visited the
enchanted wood.  Since they had
invaded Britain, the Romans had built
many roads

● Indicate possession by using the
possessive apostrophe with plural
nouns

● use inverted commas to punctuate
direct speech (speech marks) in
independent writing.

● To use mostly correctly: capital letters,
full stops, questions marks,
exclamation marks, commas in lists,
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apostrophes for contractions and
singular possession

●

Composition ● Planning and drafting writing ● Say
out loud what they are going to write
about ● Compose a sentence orally
before writing it ● Sequence sentences
to form short narratives ● Re-read
what they have written to check that it
makes sense Editing writing ● Discuss
what they have written with the
teacher or other pupils Performing
writing ● Read aloud their writing
clearly enough to be heard by their
peers and the teacher

Planning and drafting writing
● Plan or say out loud what they are

going to write about
● Encapsulate what they want to say,

sentence by sentence
● Write down ideas and/or key words,

including new vocabulary Editing
writing

● Make simple additions, revisions and
corrections to their own writing by:
evaluating their writing with the
teacher and other pupils

● Re-read to check that their writing
makes sense and that verbs to
indicate time are used correctly and
consistently, including verbs in the
continuous form

● Proof-read to check for errors in
spelling, grammar and punctuation
(e.g. ends of sentences punctuated
correctly) Performing writing

● Read aloud what they have written with
appropriate intonation to make the
meaning clear

Planning
● identify purpose and audience for

writing, e.g. entertain children in Year 1
with our fantasy stories

● discuss writing similar to that which
they are planning to write in order to
understand  and  learn from its
structure, vocabulary and grammar

● discuss the vocabulary, grammar and
structural organisation needed, e.g.
opening, build-up, problem, resolution,
ending; adjectives and noun phrases
to describe settings and characters

● discuss and record ideas for planning,
e.g. story mountain(s), chunking a plot
and innovating, flow-charts, boxing-up
a non-fiction text and innovating,
spidergrams, story mapping,
note-making

● develop settings for narrative, e.g.
precise nouns, adjectives, noun
phrases, details relating to the five
senses

● develop characters  and  plot in
narratives

● Organise paragraphs around a theme

Drafting & Writing
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● compose  and  rehearse sentences
orally (including dialogue),
progressively building varied
vocabulary and an increasing range of
sentence structures

● ensure the consistent  and  correct use
of tense throughout a piece of writing

● use simple organisational devices in
non-narratives e.g. headings  and
subheading

Evaluating & Editing
● independently edit and improve own

writing by using the perfect form of
verbs where appropriate such as when
writing dialogue in narrative and
play-scripts, e.g. Roman soldier: He
has disappeared, Sire! (present
perfect) instead of Roman Soldier: He
disappeared, Sire! (simple past).

● use a range of adverbs, e.g. swiftly,
gingerly, wearily, rudely.

● discuss own writing with the teacher
and make some improvements in light
of the evaluation

● follow a whole class
feedback/up-levelling of a piece of
work on the board or under the
visualiser and apply improvements to
own writing.

● proof-read to check for errors in
spelling and punctuation in own and
others’ writing
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● respond to own and others’ writing
and make appropriate changes based
on the evaluation
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Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Spelling ● use further prefixes and su�xes to
understand how to add them (Eng.
NC Appendix 1)

● spell further homophones  and
words that are often misspelt (Eng.
NC Appendix 1)

● able to add most prefixes such as,
il-, im-, ir-, re-, sub-, inter-, super-,
anti-, auto-

● able to add su�xes such as,
-ation,           -sion, -ion, -ian

● place the possessive apostrophe
accurately in words with regular
plurals (eg girls’ / boys’)  and  with
irregular plurals (eg children’s)

● spell most words correctly from the
Y3 and Y4 word list

● use the first 2 or 3 letters of a word
to check its spelling in a dictionary
su�ciently

● use a thesaurus to find synonyms

● use most prefixes (yr3/4 list) and
su�xes correctly (yr5/6 list) e.g.
-cious,  -tious, -cial, -ant, -ance, -ancy,
-ent,            -ence, -ency, -able, -ible

● use further prefixes  and  su�xes to
understand the guidance for adding
them

● spell some words with ‘silent’ letters
e.g. knight, psalm, solemn

● continue to distinguish between
homophones  and  other words which
are often confused

● spell most words correctly from the Y3
and Y4 word list

● spell some words correctly from yr5
and 6 word list

● use the first 3 or 4 letters of a word to
check spelling, meaning or both of
these in a dictionary correctly

● use a thesaurus accurately

● use further prefixes  and  su�xes
understanding

● spell some words with ‘silent’ letters
e.g. knight, psalm, solemn

● continue to distinguish between
homophones  and  other words which
are often confused

● use knowledge of morphology  and
etymology in spelling to understand
that the spelling of some words needs
to be learnt specifically (Eng. NC
Appendix 1)

● use a dictionary to check the spelling
of uncommon or ambitious vocabulary

● spell nearly all words correctly from
the Y3 and Y4 word list

● spell most words correctly from the Y5
and Y6 spelling list

● use the first 3 or 4 letters of a word to
check spelling, meaning or both of
these in a dictionary

● use a thesaurus independently

Handwriting ● use the diagonal  and  horizontal
strokes to join letters  and  know
which adjacent letters are best left
without a join

● ensure that the down strokes of
letters are parallel and equidistant

● write legibly, fluently and with
increasing speed

● choose which shape of a letter to
use when given choices  and
decide whether or not to join
specific letters

● write legibly, fluently  and  with
increasing speed

● choose which shape of a letter to
use when given choices  and
decide whether or not to join
specific letters
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● lines of writing are spaced
su�ciently so that the ascenders
and descenders of letters do not
touch

● increase the legibility, consistency
and  quality of their handwriting

● use joined writing throughout their
independent writing

● choose the writing implement best
suited to the task

● Be clear that the standard of
handwriting is appropriate for the task
e.g. quick notes or final presentation

● choose the writing implement best
suited to the task

● be clear that the standard of
handwriting is appropriate for the
task e.g. quick notes or final
presentation

● decide when to use an un-joined style
e.g. labelling a diagram, an email
address, for algebra or for writing all
in capitals as requested on some
forms

Vocabulary
Grammar
Punctuation

Word
● using di�erent verb forms mostly

accurately (simple, progressive and
perfect forms)

● explore, identify, collect and use
expanded noun phrases by the
addition of modifying adjectives

● choose nouns or pronouns
appropriately for clarity, cohesion and
to avoid repetition

● use conjunctions, adverbs  and
prepositions to express time  and
cause

● use a range of subordinating and
coordinating conjunctions

● use fronted adverbials e.g. Slowly, he
walked away

● Identify, select and e�ectively use
pronouns e.g. first person for diaries,
and first person narratives and

Word
● use modal verbs or adverbs to

indicate degrees of possibility
(perhaps, surely) or modal verbs
(might, should, will must) in
fiction/non-fiction

● use expanded noun phrases to convey
complicated information concisely,
e.g. carnivorous predators with
surprisingly weak jaws and small teeth

● use the perfect form of verbs to mark
relationships of time and cause e.g.
…has gone to…;…had gone to…; have
gone to…

● use a range of subordinating and
coordinating conjunctions

● using di�erent verb forms mostly
accurately (simple, progressive and
perfect)

● learn the di�erences between
Standard English and non-Standard

Word
● understand how words are related by

meanings such as synonyms and
antonyms

● select vocabulary and grammatical
structures that reflect what the writing
requires, doing this mostly
appropriately (e.g. using contracted
forms in dialogue in narrative; using
passive verbs to a�ect how the
information is presented; using modal
verbs to suggest degrees of
possibility)

● use expanded noun phrases to convey
complicated information concisely

● use modal verbs or adverbs to
indicate degrees of possibility

● use the perfect form of verbs to mark
relationships of time and cause e.g.
…has gone to…;…had gone to…; have
gone to…
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recounts (I, me, my, mine, we, us our,
ours).

● using rich and varied range of
vocabulary to describe and create
impact (inc. technical vocabulary
where appropriate)

● using Standard English verb inflections
for writing

Sentence
● extend the range of sentences with

more than one clause by using
coordinating and subordinating
conjunctions

● create sentences with fronted
adverbials for when and where e.g.
Moments later, Brer Rabbit appeared.
Above the cli�s, the seagulls soared.

● use a range of sentences forms
(statement, question, exclamation and
command)

● to use a range of sentence structures
(inc. varying sentence length) and
openers (adverbs, fronted adverbials,
expanded noun phrases, prepositional
phrases) to describe and create
impact

Punctuation

English  and  begin to apply this e.g. in
writing dialogue for characters

Sentence
• using relative pronouns who, which,

where, whose, when, that, create
complex sentences by using relative
clauses, both at the end of sentences
and embedded within, e.g. The
animals watched the man who had
been chopping down the tree. The
man, who had been chopping down
the tree, stopped to rest.

● create complex sentences where the
relative pronoun is omitted e.g. Tina,
standing at the bus stop, pondered the
day ahead.

● create and punctuate complex
sentences using ed and ing opening
clauses in fiction and non-fiction
writing, e.g. Shaped from bronze, the
helmet was designed to protect the
head during battle. Orbiting in ever
increasing circles, the planets come in
di�erent sizes, types and colours.

● create and punctuate sentences using
simile starters, e.g. Like a fish out of
water, she conversed awkwardly with
the other guests.

● using range of sentence structures
(inc. varying sentence length) and
openers (adverbs, fronted adverbials,
expanded noun phrases, prepositional

● use examples of the future perfect
form of verbs to mark relationships of
time and cause e.g. I will have finished
by tomorrow (future perfect)

● explore and investigate active and
passive e.g. Comparing and using
phrases such as Some people argue
that… (active) and It has been argued
that… (passive) for use in debate

● Recognise vocabulary and structures
appropriate for formal speech and
writing, including subjunctive forms
e.g. … that all pupils be honest; If Zoe
were the class president…

Sentence
● use a range of devices to build

cohesion (e.g. conjunctions, adverbials
of time and place, pronouns,
synonyms) within and across
paragraphs

● use relative clauses beginning with
who, which, where, when, whose, that
or with an implied (i.e. omitted)
relative pronoun

● integrate dialogue in narratives to
convey character and advance the
action

● use passive verbs to a�ect the
presentation of information in a
sentence e.g. The bone was eaten by
the dog
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● use inverted commas and other
punctuation to indicate direct speech.
Start a new paragraph when a new
speaker says something

● use commas after fronted adverbials
● indicate possession by using the

possessive apostrophe with plural
nouns

● use commas to mark and separate
clauses

● use mostly correctly: capital letters,
full stops,  questions marks,
exclamation marks, commas in lists,
apostrophes for contractions/singular
and plural possession

●

phrases) to describe and create
impact

● use a range of sentences forms
(statement, question, exclamation and
command)

Punctuation
● use commas to clarify meaning or

avoid ambiguity in writing
● use a colon to introduce a list
● Identify and use commas to indicate

parenthesis, e.g. The house, lonely and
abandoned, teetered on the edge of
the cli�.

● use brackets and dashes to indicate
parenthesis appropriately in formal
and less formal writing.

● use mostly correctly: capital letters,
full stops,  questions marks,
exclamation marks, commas in lists,
apostrophes for contractions and
possession

● using range of sentence structures
(inc. varying sentence length) and
openers (adverbs, fronted adverbials,
expanded noun phrases, prepositional
phrases) to describe and create
impact

● use a range of sentences forms
(statement, question, exclamation and
command)

Punctuation
● use commas to clarify meaning or

avoid ambiguity in writing
● use brackets, dashes or commas to

indicate parenthesis
● use semi-colons, colons or dashes to

mark boundaries between
independent clauses

● use a colon to introduce a list
● punctuate bullet points accurately
● recognise vocabulary and structures

appropriate for formal speech and
writing, including subjunctive forms
e.g. … that all pupils be honest; If Zoe
were the class president…

● explore how hyphens can be used to
avoid ambiguity e.g. Tracey is the
best-known cyclist in the competition

Composition Planning
● discuss writing similar to that which

they are planning to write in order to

Planning
● Identify the audience and purpose for

a piece of writing and consider this
carefully when selecting the language

Planning
● Identify the audience and purpose for

a piece of writing and consider this
carefully when selecting the text-form,
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understand and learn from its
structure, vocabulary and grammar

● identify and discuss the purpose and
audience for the writing, e.g. to make
our Year 2 readers stop and think
about the theme in our poems

● consider the structure and vocabulary,
e.g. counted syllable structure, precise
nouns, alliteration, powerful verbs,
e�ective adjectives

● discuss and record ideas for planning
e.g. for poetry, generating and refining
vocabulary, experimenting with word
combinations, rhyme, rhythm,
alliteration, syllable count etc.

● develop settings, characters  and  plot
in narratives

● Organise paragraphs around a theme

Drafting & Writing
● write an opening paragraph which

combines setting and character/s
within narratives

● compose and rehearse sentences
orally (including dialogue),
progressively building a varied and
rich vocabulary with an increasing
range of sentence structures

● ensure the consistent  and  correct use
of tense throughout a piece of writing

● use simple organisational devices in
non-narratives e.g. headings  and
subheading

and structures to use, e.g. to persuade
my classmates with my speech for a
debate using emotive language,
statistical information, rhetorical
questions, and persuasive phrases

● draw on reading and research to
create own plan for writing, e.g. read,
evaluate and analyse a selection of
non-chronological reports before
designing the structure and layout of
their own plan

● develop and clarify ideas through talk,
noting key events and vocabulary on
the created plan

● consider how other authors have
developed characters and settings (in
what has been read, listened to or
performed) when writing narratives

● select appropriate grammar and
vocabulary, understanding how such
choices can change and enhance
meaning

Drafting & Writing
● describe settings, characters and

atmosphere in narratives
● integrate dialogue to convey

character  and  enhance action
● use further organisational  and

presentational devices to structure
text  to guide the reader e.g. headings,
bullet points, underlining

type and language for writing, e.g. To
write a persuasive speech to present
within a class debate which includes
formal language, the passive voice,
statistical information and persuasive
devices

● draw on similar writing models,
reading and research to create own
plan for writing, e.g. watch, read and
evaluate a range of persuasive
speeches before designing the
structure and layout of their own

● consider how other authors have
developed characters and settings (in
what has been read, listened to or
performed) when writing narratives

● select appropriate grammar and
vocabulary, understanding how such
choices can change  and  enhance
meaning

Drafting & Writing
● describe settings, characters and

atmosphere in narratives, integrated
dialogue to convey character
emotions

● use a wide range of devices to build
cohesion within and across
paragraphs

● use further organisational and
presentational devices to structure
text and to guide the reader e.g.
headings, bullet points, underlining
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● improvise and compose dialogue,
demonstrating their understanding of
Standard English (for narrative
sections) and non-Standard English
(for some speech), e.g. “Don’t just
stand there – wash your ‘ands.” Mum
turned away to lay the table.

● use paragraphs to organise writing in
fiction, linking ideas across
paragraphs using fronted adverbials
for when and where e.g. Several hours
later…, Back at home…

Evaluating & Editing
● check meaning is clear, including as

the writing develops
● with a focus on audience and purpose,

discuss and propose changes with
partners and in small groups. Then
improve writing in the light of
evaluation

● propose changes to grammar and
vocabulary to improve consistency,
including accurate use of pronouns in
sentences

● proof-read for spelling and
punctuation errors  e.g. Standard
English verb inflections such as correct
use of ‘was’ and ‘were’

● ensure the consistent and correct use
of tense throughout a piece of writing

● ensure correct subject  and  verb
agreement when using singular  and
plural, distinguishing between the
language of speech  and  writing
choosing the appropriate register

Evaluating & Editing
● regularly check meaning is clear,

including as the writing develops
● assess the e�ectiveness of their own

and others’ writing in relation to
audience and purpose, suggesting
changes to grammar, vocabulary and
punctuation to enhance e�ects and
clarify meaning

● with a focus on audience and purpose,
discuss and propose changes with
partners and in small groups. Then
improve writing in the light of
evaluation

● proof-read for spelling, punctuation
and grammar errors

● ensure the consistent and correct use
of tense throughout a piece of writing

● ensure correct subject and verb
agreement when using singular  and
plural, distinguishing between the
language of speech and writing
choosing the appropriate register

● explore, collect and use vocabulary
typical of formal and informal speech
and writing e.g. find out – discover, ask
for - request, ask about – enquire, go
in – enter, get hold of – acquire

● blend action and description within
sentences and paragraphs to convey
character and advance the action e.g.
He looked at me. His eyes were
watering a bit and he wiped them with
a dark blue hanky he always had in his
top pocket

● revise the di�erent sentence
structures, e.g. simple sentences for
clarity or impact, compound sentences
to link ideas, complex sentences with a
range of openers. discuss e�ects
created. using own writing, experiment
with di�erent e�ects by changing
sentence types and structures.

● use devices to build cohesion within
and across paragraphs in narrative
writing, e.g. adverbials such as
meanwhile; several days earlier; years
passed, many hundreds of years later;
back in 1837
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Evaluating & Editing
● reflect on the e�ectiveness of writing

in relation to audience and purpose.
● assess the e�ectiveness of own and

others’ writing in relation to audience
and purpose, suggesting changes to
grammar, vocabulary and punctuation
to enhance e�ects and clarify
meaning

● proof-read for spelling, punctuation
and grammar errors
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